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Business and Professions Code §§ 4071.1 (new), 4070 (amended);
Health and Safety Code § 11164.5 (new).
AB 2240 (Bates); 2000 STAT. Ch. 293
I. INTRODUCTION
Medication errors cause an estimated 7,000 deaths annually.1 Three examples
of such errors include: (1) prescriptions for the wrong medicine or dosage; 2 (2)
pharmacists misreading doctors' illegible handwriting; 3 and (3) the prescribing of
a drug that adversely interacts with one the patient is already taking.4 The large
number of deaths caused by medication error prompted the Clinton administration
to ask those in the health care industry to take measures to reduce the number of
mistakes.5 Kaiser Permanente, a major sponsor of Chapter 293, acknowledges that
Chapter 293 came about, in part, as a response to the alarming number of these
documented medication errors.6
Chapter 293 allows doctors and other authorized personnel to transmit
prescriptions using a hospital or pharmacy computer. Chapter 293 does away with
the requirement that pharmacies who receive such prescriptions must reduce them
to writing. 8 Rather, Chapter 293 allows pharmacies to store such prescriptions
electronically. 9 Ultimately, Chapter 293 will eliminate the need for doctors to
1. Benny Evangelista, Pills on the Palm: Tech Firms Bring Guides on Drug Interaction to Handheld Units,
S.F. CHRON., Mar. 23, 2000, at B I (indicating that the Institute of Medicine believes new technology for doctors
will help patients by reducing medical error).
2. Lauran Neergaard, E-mail Cure for Paper Prescriptions; Technology: A Hand-held Device Eliminates
Errors Caused by Doctors' Illegible Writing, ORANGE COUNTY REG., Nov. 14, 1999, at A22 (describing how
electronic prescription pads are helping to reduce the number of prescription errors).
3. Id.
4. Id.
5. Evangelista, supra note 1.
6. Letter from J. Michael Hawkins, Legislative Representative, Kaiser Permanente, to Assemblymember
Martin Gallegos, at I (Apr. 6, 2000) (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) [hereinafter Hawkins Letter]
(explaining that Chapter 293 will help protect patients from doctor error and adverse drug interaction, and will result
in prescriptions being filled quicker).
7. CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 4070(a) (amended by Chapter 293).
8. ld. § 4070(b) (amended by Chapter 293).
9. Id. § 4070(b)(c) (amended by Chapter 293).
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handwrite most prescriptions, and will reduce the chances of medication errors
because prescriptions must only be typed out once, rather than numerous times.'1
Before Chapter 293 can take effect two things must take place: (1) Congress
must pass regulations governing the electronic transmission of prescriptions," and
(2) both the California Department of Justice and the California Board of Pharmacy
must approve the system that pharmacies and hospitals use to send and receive
prescriptions.' 2 If the systems used by pharmacies and hospitals meet both federal
law and the approval of the Board of Pharmacy and the Department of Justice,
Chapter 293 has the potential to reduce errors by informing doctors about drug
interactions. 13
Nonetheless, critics have voiced their concern that Chapter 293 may increase the
diversion of prescription drugs to the black market.'4 This concern stems from the
elimination of the mandatory reduction of prescriptions to writing. 5 Law
enforcement officials are concerned that without this requirement a larger number
of prescription drugs will make their way onto the streets.'
6
II. LEGAL BACKGROUND
Prior to Chapter 293, California law allowed the electronic transmission of
prescriptions.17 However, the law was ambiguous as to whether doctors and their
agents were allowed to input the prescriptions directly into the pharmacy or hospital
computer.18 Prior law mandated that if a prescription was transmitted electronically,
it would have to be reduced to writing prior to dispensing it. 9 Additionally, a
prescribing doctor could authorize her agent to orally or electronically transmit a
prescription to a pharmacy. 20 Pharmacists were left to ascertain whether the
10. See HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11164.5(a) (stating that both the California Department of Justice and
the California Board of Pharmacy must agree that pharmacies can dispense controlled substances that have been
prescribed electronically without requiring the prescriptions be reduced to writing).
11. HEALTH COMMITTEE, COMMITrEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at I (Apr. 11, 2000) (stating that federal
regulations must be in place before Chapter 293 can be fully implemented).
12. Id.
13. Id.
14. See Letter from Les Kleinberg, Deputy Director of Legislative Affairs, State of California Department
of Justice, to Assemblymember Martin Gallegos, at I (May 26, 2000) (on file with the McGeorge Law Review)
[hereinafter Kleinberg Letter] (expressing the California Department of Justice's concern that Chapter 293 will lead
to an increase in illegal drug traffic).
15. SENATE COMMiTrEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS, COMMITrEE ANALYStS OF AB 2240, at 2 (June 26,
2000) (describing California laws governing prescription drugs prior to Chapter 293).
16. Kleinberg Letter, supra note 14, at I.
17. CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11164(c) (amended by Chapter 293).
18. See id. (failing to specify where the electronic transmission of prescriptions should take place).
19. Id.
20. Id.
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transmitter was authorized to transmit the prescription, 2' and then, reduce it to
written form.2
If a prescription was for a Schedule II drug, containing substances that are the
most dangerous but can still legally be prescribed, the prescription procedure is
more complex. This is due to concerns of law enforcement officials that drugs
classified as Schedule 1124 will be diverted into illegal street drugs.25 The Department
of Justice estimates that nationally, one-third of illegal drug traffic involves drugs
that originated as prescription drugs.2 6
As a result of these concerns, prescriptions for Schedule II drugs cannot be
electronically transmitted.27 Instead, such prescriptions must be written in ink or
indelible pencil on a triplicate form provided to doctors by the Department of
Justice. 2' Two of the three copies must be given to a pharmacist who is filling the
prescription, and the original must be sent to the Department of Justice at the end of
the month in which a pharmacist has filled the prescription. 29 If a Schedule 11 drug
is prescribed for a patient in the hospital, a doctor is exempt from using a triplicate
prescription form.3° Rather, an order must be recorded in a patient's chart and can
be tracked by law enforcement officials through the chart.3'
Most likely, the restriction against electronically transmitting prescriptions for
Schedule II drugs will stay in effect for some time to come,32 as there are presently
no safety measures to ensure that the drugs are not diverted into illegal street
drugs.33 Without approval from the California Department of Justice and the
California Board of Pharmacy, Chapter 293 will have no effect on the requirements
for prescribing Schedule 11 drugs. Because of law enforcement officials' particular
21. Id.
22. Id.
23. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION DIVERSION CONTROL PROGRAM,
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES BY SCHEDULE, SCHEDULE II, (visited Oct. 29, 2000), available at http://www.
deadiversion.usdoj.gov/schedules/listby-sched/sched2.htm (copy on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
24. See id. (defining schedule II drugs to include morphine, methadone, Demerol, Dilaudid and Percodan).
25. Kleinberg Letter, supra note 14, at I.
26. See Letter from John Lovell, Legislative Counsel, California Narcotic Officers' Association, to
Assemblymember Patricia Bates (Apr. 7, 2000) (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) [hereinafter Lovell Letter]
(voicing concerns that eliminating the prescription writing requirement will increase the number of prescription
drugs that are sold illegally).
27. SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 2 (June 26,
2000).
28. CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11164(c) (West 2000).
29. Id. § I I164(a) (West 2000).
30. Id. § 11159 (West 2000).
31. Id.
32. Kleinberg Letter, supra note 14, at I.
33. See Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at 1 (stating that approximately one-third of all illegal street drugs begin
as prescription drugs).
34. ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, ASSEMBLY REPUBLICAN BILL ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at I (May
16, 2000).
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concerns over Schedule II drugs, most likely the triplicate requirement on Schedule
II drugs will remain into the foreseeable future. 5
III. CHAPTER 293
Under Chapter 293, electronically transmitted prescriptions do not have to be
reduced to writing by pharmacists.36 However, pharmacists must be able to provide
a hard copy of prescriptions for three years following the last date in which
prescriptions were dispensed.37 Also, pharmacists must approve prescriptions prior
to dispensing drugs.38
If hospital or pharmacy protocol allows, doctors or their agents may enter
prescriptions directly into pharmacy or hospital computers from any location. 39 A
hospital or pharmacy that stores prescription records electronically must have a
secure computer system that prevents those without authorization to alter, destroy,
or throw away prescription information for the three year period the pharmacy is
required to maintain such information.4°
These provisions must be implemented with the approval of the Board of
Pharmacy and the Department of Justice, and they must be in accordance with
regulations set forth by federal law. 41 Congress is expected to enact new laws
regulating the electronic transmission of prescriptions in the near future.42 The
federal laws will set guidelines for what laws states may enact regarding
electronically transmitted prescriptions. 3
The purpose of Chapter 293 is to permit doctors and pharmacists to utilize new
technology in an effort to reduce prescription errors as quickly as possible within
guidelines set forth by federal law, provided that the Board of Pharmacy and the
Attorney General find there are safety features in place to prevent controlled
substances from being diverted for illegal uses.44 However, this bill does not
automatically dispense with triplicate prescription requirements for Schedule II
drugs.45 The ban on electronically transmitting prescriptions for Schedule II drugs
35. Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at 1.
36. CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 4070 (amended by Chapter 293).
37. Id.
38. CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 4071.1 (amended by Chapter 293).
39. Id.
40. CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 4070(c) (amended by Chapter 293).
41. CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11164.5(a) (added by Chapter 293).
42. See Kim Roller, Pharmacy Regulatory Issues 7bp Legislative Agenda, DRUG STORE NEWS, Oct. 11,
1999, at 104 (explaining that both state and federal regulations concerning pharmacies and prescriptions drugs are
on the rise).
43. Id.
44. SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 2 (June 26,
2000)
45. CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § I 164(c) (amended by Chapter 293); SENATECOMMITTEE ON BUSINESS
AND PROFESSIONS, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 2 (June 26, 2000).
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will remain in place unless both the California Board of Pharmacy and the
California Department of Justice agree to eliminate the triplicate form requirement.
46
The cost of implementing Chapter 293 is expected to be minimal.47 Additional
training for inspectors is estimated to cost $40,000.48 Law enforcement officials may
incur additional costs related to increased incarceration of those who fail to maintain
prescription records as required under Chapter 293. 49
IV. ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER 293
The requirement that electronically transmitted prescriptions be reduced to
writing as soon as possible causes delays in patients receiving their medication. 0
These delays occur because prior to filling prescriptions, pharmacists must take time
to reduce prescriptions they have received electronically to writing,5 or to re-enter
prescriptions that have been e-mailed into the pharmacy's computer.52 However,
eliminating the writing requirement for controlled substances has fostered concern
that law enforcement officials will have greater difficulty in tracking the diversion
of controlled substances to illegal markets.53 The requirement that pharmacies keep
a hard copy of all prescriptions for three years, aids law enforcement officials to
combat this problem.
54
Chapter 293 is not the first effort to bring the convenience of modern
technology to pharmacies.5 Governor Gray Davis vetoed a similar bill last year
because it did not contain adequate safety standards to ensure that controlled
substances would not be diverted into illegal markets. 6 Supporters of Chapter 293
predict that as a result of this piece of legislation prescriptions will be filled in a
more timely manner with less likelihood of medication error.57 The opposition raises
46. CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11164(c) (amended by Chapter 293); SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS
AND PROFESSIONS, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 2 (June 26, 2000).




50. Letter from Bob McElderry, Associate Director of Division of Government Relations, California Medical
Association, to Assemblymember Carl Washington, at 1, (Apr. 17, 2000) (on file with the McGeorge Law Review)
(detailing Chapter 293's benefits to patients).
51. ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 1 (Apr. 11, 2000).
52. Id.
53. Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at 1.
54. See Hawkins Letter, supra note 6 (explaining that Chapter 293 will help protect patients from doctor
error and adverse drug interaction, and will result in prescriptions being filled quicker).
55. ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, ASSEMBLY REPUBLICAN BILL ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 2 (May
16, 2000).
56. ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, COMMITEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 4 (Apr. 11, 2000).
57. Hawkins Letter, supra note 6, at 1.
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questions about the ability of pharmacies to maintain patient privacy, 58 and the
ability of law enforcement to monitor the diversion of controlled substances into
street drugs.59
A. Support
Eliminating the requirement that electronically transmitted prescriptions be
reduced to writing, as well as clarifying the way doctors and their agents are
permitted to input orders into hospital or pharmacy computers, will help decrease
the number of medication errors.60 Studies have shown that using electronic order
entry is an effective way of reducing such errors. 61 By eliminating the need to
decipher a doctor's handwriting, listen to an oral order, or re-enter an e-mail into the
computer, the opportunities for a mistake are greatly reduced.62 Interactively
inputting orders will immediately inform the doctor of other drugs the patient is
using, which will give doctors the ability to avoid problematic situations including
harmful drug interaction and overdosing. 3
In addition to error reduction, Chapter 293 will result in expediting patient
receipt of medications. 64 Chapter 293 will eliminate the need for nurses and
pharmacists to write out oral prescriptions or re-enter email orders, hence, reducing
the time patients must wait for their prescriptions to be filled.65
HMOs, such as Kaiser Permanente, that oversee both doctors and the
pharmacies, directly benefit from Chapter 293.66 In order for Chapter 293 to work
as envisioned, doctors must have access to pharmacy or hospital computers.67 Kaiser
Permanente already has a system in place in which Kaiser doctors and their agents
have access to Kaiser pharmacy computers. 68 Both Kaiser Permanente and Pacificare
of California, another HMO, believe that the cost of health care may be reduced by
58. Letter from Bruce Young, Senior Vice President, California Retailers Association, to Assemblymember
Carl Washington, at 1 (Apr. 19, 2000) [hereinafter Young Letter] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review)
(explaining that Chapter 293 may lead to a decrease of patient privacy).
59. Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at 1.
60. ASSEMBLY COMMITrEE ON HEALTH, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 3 (Apr. 11, 2000).
61. Lee Newcomer, Medicare Pharmacy Coverage: Ensuring Safety Before Funding, HEALTH AFFAIRS,
Mar. 1, 2000, nn.9-10 (providing examples where the use of technology led to the reduction of prescription errors).




66. See id. (detailing Kaiser Permanente's previous attempt to pass similar legislation and current
sponsorship of Chapter 293, and noting that Chapter 293 affects systems, like Kaiser Permanente, in which the
doctor is able to interact with the pharmacy or hospital computer).
67. ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 1 (Apr. 11, 2000).
68. Young Letter, supra note 58, at 1.
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eliminating the need for electronic prescriptions to be reproduced into written
form.69 Other pharmacies and hospitals anticipate similar benefits.70
B. Opposition
While Chapter 293 attempts to reduce medication errors, health care costs, and
waiting time for prescriptions, it may also result in the diversion of controlled
substances from legal uses to illegal ones.7 Already, abuse of prescription drugs
amounts to approximately 50% of all drug related injuries and deaths in the United
States. 72 However, pharmaceuticals are the most abused drugs because they are
available through legal prescriptions.73 Because of this, the illegal trade in
prescription controlled substances amounts to approximately a one-billion dollar a
year business.74 Approximately one-third of all illegal drugs sold nationally start as
prescription drugs. 75 The remainder of the illegal trade in prescription drugs comes
from both the internet, which sells prescription drugs to consumers without
prescriptions, 7 6 and drugs that are smuggled in from other countries.
77
Opponents of Chapter 293 are concerned that reduced documentation
requirements could ultimately result in increasing the number of prescription drugs
that are sold illegally.78 Under Chapter 293, however, the California Department of
Justice and the California Board of Pharmacy can continue to require that
electronically transmitted prescriptions be reduced to writing if either office believes
that the computer system used does not have adequate safety features to prevent
controlled substances from being diverted for illegal means. 79 This oversight feature
69. See Letter from Nancy J. Monk, Vice President, Pacificare of California, to the Assemblymember Pat
Bates, at I (May 19, 2000) [hereinafter Monk Letter] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (stating that Chapter
293 will help reduce prescription error); Hawkins Letter, supra note 6, at I.
70. See Mark Letter, supra note 70, at 1 (stating that Chapter 293 will help reduce prescription error);
Hawkins Letter, supra note 6, at I (explaining that Chapter 293 will help reduce prescription error because nurses
and pharmacists will not have to rewrite prescriptions).
71. Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at 1.
72. Letter from Ron Luna, Legislative Advocate, State of California Department of Justice, to
Assemblymember Martin Gallegos (Apr. 10, 2000) [hereinafter Luna Letter] (on file with the McGeorge Law
Review).
73. Susan Kelleher and Liz Kowalczyk, Few Obstacles to Flood of Illegal Prescription Drugs, ORANGE
COUNTY REG., Mar. 19, 1999, at Al (describing the high volume of prescription drugs that are sold without a
prescription).
74. Luna Letter, supra note 73, at 1.
75. Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at 1.
76. Jamie Beckett and Jon Swartz, Clicking for Contraband; The Law Can't Catch Up to the Internet, Where
Any Desire Can Be Satisfied For a Price, S.F. CHRON., Mar. 1, 1999, at Ai (discussing how easy it is to buy
prescription drugs without a prescription over the internet).
77. Kelleher and Kowalczyk, supra note 74, at AI; see Jeff Collins, Illegal Medicines Target of Sweep at
Swap Meet, ORANGE COUNTY REG., June 13, 1999, at B I (discussing the volume of prescription drugs smuggled
from Mexico to the United States).
78. Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at 1.
79. ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 1 (Apr. 11, 2000).
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is the main difference between Chapter 293 and a similar bill that was vetoed by the
80Governor last year.
Another concern is confidentiality of patient records. 8' By relaxing
requirements, medical files may be reviewed and copied without authorities being
able to track down who performed this illegal activity.82 Additionally, the opponents
of Chapter 293 are concerned that because prescriptions need not be reduced to
writing, tampering with prescriptions will be easier because altering a hard copy of
a prescription is easier than altering a written copy.83 Computer files containing
evidence of tampering may be quickly deleted or destroyed; thereby, making it
easier for people to cover their illegal conduct.84
A survey sponsored by the California Health Care Foundation indicated that
concern over lack of privacy of medical records adversely impacts patients'
relationships with their health care providers. 85 Furthermore, medical records
currently are not protected by federal law.86 There is no constitutional right to have
the privacy of these records protected, and Congress has not passed legislation
protecting the privacy of medical information.87 Already, when patients visit their
doctor, go for laboratory testing, enter a hospital, or have a prescription filled,
records of these transactions are transmitted to a multitude of sources.8 8 Examples
of these are insurance companies, employers monitoring employees use of health
benefits, drug manufactures, and government health organizations.89
People are concerned about the loss of privacy of their medical records, and as
a result, do not fully disclose either their complete medical history or the behaviors
they engage in with their doctors. 9° In some cases, people do not seek medical
treatment out of fear that their medical information may be used against them in
some way, such as disclosure of HIV or illegal immigrant status.9' Even so, with the
free flow of information already taking place, allowing the electronic transmission
of prescriptions without requiring that the prescriptions be reduced to writing may
not have a significant impact on patient privacy.
92
80. AB 1430 (Bates) (as introduced on February 26, 1999, but not enacted).




85. Jane E. Allen, A New Push is on for Patients' Privacy Law Records: Congress, Under Mandate to Act,
is Considering Several Proposals, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 8, 1999, at SI (explaining the concern that people have about
their private medical information being regularly released without their consent).
86. Id.
87. Rx News: Prescription Privacy, HEALTHFACTS, April 1, 1999, available in 1999 WL 11380575.




92. See Rx News, supra note 87 (detailing the numerous ways in which personal information is released to
a variety of sources).
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V. CONCLUSION
Chapter 293 provides a number of benefits.93 Patients will benefit from the
timely filling of prescriptions, and possibly from a reduction in the cost of
healthcare.94 However, trading the old practice of reducing all prescriptions to
writing with the new practice of storing prescriptions on hard copy raises legitimate
concerns.95 A possible increase in the black market's supply of prescription drugs
is of serious concern for law enforcement officials.96 Due to the planned oversight
of both the California Justice Department and California Board of Pharmacy,
Chapter 293 should not significantly contribute to this problem.97
Additionally, Chapter 293 raises concerns about the privacy of medical
records.98 The internet and other technology has reduced the amount of privacy
people enjoy.99 Given the numerous avenues in which this information is released,
Chapter 293 will not contribute to the privacy erosion in a serious manner. 0o
Furthermore, the benefits of Chapter 293, such as reducing patient death and
adverse drug reaction, outweigh the potential negatives.' 0' Under Chapter 293,
patients will be more likely to receive the prescriptions they were meant to receive
and potentially dangerous drug interactions can be intercepted. 10 2 Also, law
enforcement officials' concerns about prescription drugs being diverted and sold
illegally has been contemplated by Chapter 293. The prescription drugs that most
concern law enforcement, Schedule II drugs, will likely retain the triplicate
prescription forms requirement. 0 3 Thus, Chapter 293 strikes a balance between the
dangers of illegally used prescription drugs and the protection of patients from
medication error.l°4
Prior to Chapter 293 prescribing drugs was done the traditional way, by hand.'0 5
Advances in technology offered a more effective and safer ways to transmit
prescriptions.'°6 With new technology come concerns that safeguards may not be in
93. Hawkins Letter, supra note 6, at 1.
94. Id.
95. Lovell Letter, supra note 27, at 1.
96. Id.
97. Assemblymember Bates, BACKGROUND INFORMATION WORKSHEET OF AB 2240, at 1.
98. Young Letter, supra note 59, at 1.
99. See Charles J. Sykes, Invasion of the Privacy Snatchers: The Same Technology That Gives Us
Unprecedented Access to Information Leaves Us Powerless to Control Who Gets It, S.F. CHRON., Apr. 30, 2000,
at IZI (explaining that medical information is frequently released without patient knowledge or consent).
100. Id.
101. Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at l;Young Letter, supra note 59, at 1.
102. HEALTH COMMITrEE, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 2240, at 3 (Apr. 11, 2000).
103. Lovell Letter, supra note 26, at 1.
104. See supra Part IV.
105. CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11164.5(c) (added by Chapter 293).
106. See Hawkins Letter, supra note 6, at 1 (explaining the numerous safety advantages by changing the law).
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place. 107 This concern is heightened when the new technology involves regulation
of drugs.' °8 If Chapter 293 is successful in reducing medication error and does not
lead to an increase in illicit street drugs, law enforcement will be less apprehensive
about this technology. Should law enforcement abandon its opposition to
electronically transmitted prescriptions, very likely a law will pass allowing the wide
spread electronic transmission of prescriptions for Schedule II drugs. Success or
failure of Chapter 293 from preventing the entry of prescription drugs into the black
market will ultimately decide if Schedule II drugs will retain the triplicate form
requirement.
107. See Kleinberg Letter, supra note 15, at 1 (discussing concerns that Chapter 293 will cause more
prescription drugs to be diverted to the black market).
108. Id.
